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GENERAL WEDDING PHOTOGRAPHY SERVICES AND PRICING
The services and pricing outlined below have worked for the majority of the weddings
I’ve photographed, however all weddings are unique, and I’m happy to discuss in more
detail if you feel something is missing, or if you’re having a more intimiate ceremony or
elopement and this would be too robust. Thank you for considering me, and I hope to
hear from you soon!
Photographic Services Include:
•	Up to seven (7) hours of full wedding coverage with myself and a second photographer.
Additional hours may be added at a rate of $100/hr.
•	A password protected online photo-gallery for viewing, ordering prints, and downloading
full resolution photos. Photos will remain available online for a minimum of one year.
•	USB memory stick high-resolution, un-watermarked JPG images suitable for 8”x12”
output including personal printing rights.
•	
Photos available in the online gallery 4–6 weeks after the event, with the
USB memory stick mailed shortly thereafter.
•	
The photographer is not responsible for the condition of photographs or digital files
after they have been delivered to client.
•	In the unlikely and unfortunate event that the photographer is unable to perform
photographic duties on your wedding date, then it will be their responsibility to find
an equally qualified replacement for the job and inform the client about the situation
as early as possible. If this were to occur, a full refund will be issued.
•	Includes travel within a two hour radius of Whitefish, MT. Venues more than two hours
from Whitefish will be subject to travel expenses.
•	The photographer(s) request the right to use photographs taken at this event for
marketing purposes (i.e. - personal online portfolio, blogs, social media, etc.)
(Please initial here if you prefer that your photos not be used in this way:

)

During the course of the wedding day myself and the second photographer will take
hundreds—and likely thousands—of photos. These will be edited down to the best of the
best, getting rid of any photos that are not in focus, somebody’s eyes were closed when
they shouldn’t have been, or someone mid-bite while eating. After this edit you can expect
to receive hundreds of photos.
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All photos are saved to multiple hard drives as well as an off-site cloud-based service for
back up and archival purposes.

TOTAL: $2,000
Additional services available à la carte include:
• Rehearsal dinner coverage: $100/hr
• Engagement or Bridal Photo Session: $300
• Engagement and Bridal Photo Session: $500
• A wide variety of custom designed wedding albums are also availalbe upon request, and
will be estimated at that time. Pricing wholly dependent on the style of album and number
of pages desired.
• Elopement packages start at $750
A non-refundable $500 retainer and a signed contract reserves your wedding date.
The remaining balance can be paid in as many installments as you like as long as it is
paid in full two-weeks prior to the wedding date. Payment can be made via cash,
check, Venmo (@thewmatt), Square Cash (@mwetzler), or credit/debit card in person
or via secure online invoice.

